Vertical antitrust issues are in the news and they cross industry and regulatory borders. Join lawyers from Steptoe's Antitrust, Energy, Transportation, and Telecom practices as they review the most important theories of harm used in the review of vertical transactions, discuss the kind of vertical conduct that can trigger regulatory action, and explain how courts are analyzing the circumstances in which federal or state regulation may preclude antitrust claims.

Time: 12:00 p.m. - 1:00 p.m. ET

This webinar will cover:
- Differing merger standards applied by antitrust and regulatory agencies
- When regulation displaces antitrust litigation
- Practical considerations for parallel antitrust and regulatory proceedings
- Differing approaches to assessing market power

Panelists:
- Douglas Green
- Anthony LaRocca
- Jonathan Sallet
- Moderator Karen Bruni

CLE credit is pending in AZ, CA, IL, NY, and VA.
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